
ALL 100+ EPISODES ARE ONLINE AT RICKSTEVES.COM
(Also works as a drinking game!)

BINGO
PLAY ALONG WHILE WATCHING RICK STEVES’ EUROPE

“Evokes” 
“Evocative” 

or  
“Convivial”

Rick changes 
his shirt

Rick visits  
a church

Rick shares  
a budget tip

Rick wears  
a backpack 

on one 
shoulder

Silent bearded 
man appears 

(Producer, 
Simon)

Rick enjoys 
a local drink

“Oh, baby!”
Rick  

dines out

Thinly veiled 
political 

comment

Enjoys  
commanding 

view point
Innuendo

“Keep on 
Travelin’”

Rick says 
“thank you” in 
the country’s 

language

Celebrates  
pedestrian- 

friendly zones  
or green 
spaces

Alliteration 
(two or three 

words starting 
with the  

same letter)

Rick tries to 
make wonky 
history fun

Thinly veiled 
guidebook 

plug

Rick  
adores art

“My friend 
and fellow 

tour guide”

Rick walks  
and talks

“Biggest”
“Oldest”
“Tallest”

“First”

Dorky
joke

The month 
of filming is 
mentioned

FREE SPACE
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